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tmpgenc authoring works 4 allows you to edit, output video files for blu-ray (bdmv), dvd-video or avchd authoring (converting to a format for playback on a player), then create a disc. you can contain a maximum of 4 audio and 8 subtitles streams*1 into your project, or even add a slideshow movie created easily from your own photos. enjoy your original disc creation with menus which you can create by using pre-installed templates, or by creating your own custom layout design. tmpgenc authoring works 3 allows you to edit, output video files for blu-ray (bdmv), dvd-video or avchd authoring (converting to
a format for playback on a player), then create a disc. you can contain a maximum of 4 audio and 8 subtitles streams*1 into your project, or even add a slideshow movie created easily from your own photos. enjoy your original disc creation with menus which you can create by using pre-installed templates, or by creating your own custom layout design. tmpgenc authoring works 2 allows you to edit, output video files for blu-ray (bdmv), dvd-video or avchd authoring (converting to a format for playback on a player), then create a disc. you can contain a maximum of 4 audio and 8 subtitles streams*1 into

your project, or even add a slideshow movie created easily from your own photos. enjoy your original disc creation with menus which you can create by using pre-installed templates, or by creating your own custom layout design. tmpgenc authoring works 1 allows you to edit, output video files for blu-ray (bdmv), dvd-video or avchd authoring (converting to a format for playback on a player), then create a disc. you can contain a maximum of 4 audio and 8 subtitles streams*1 into your project, or even add a slideshow movie created easily from your own photos. enjoy your original disc creation with menus
which you can create by using pre-installed templates, or by creating your own custom layout design.
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tmpgenc movie plug-in avc for edius pro 10 and edius pro 10+ add the h.264/mpeg-4
avc output functions found in our products such as our tmpgenc video mastering works

series. tmpgenc movie plug-in avc for edius pro 10 and edius pro 10+ use the x264
engine as the main encoder, providing high-quality and high-speed exporting by

combining pegasys' proprietary technology with the x264 encoder's functions and
numerous detailed parameters. hardware encoding is also an option if spursengine or

intel media sdk (quick sync video) hardware is present. tmpgenc movie plug-in mpeg-2
for edius pro 11 adds mpeg-2 encoding functions into grass valley edius pro 11. the

tmpgenc movie plug-in mpeg-2 for edius pro 11 is compatible with grass valley's edius
pro 11 by adding the new output format to the previous tmpgenc movie plug-in mpeg-2
for edius pro 10. tmpgenc movie plug-in avc for edius pro 12 adds the h.264/mpeg-4 avc

output functions found in our products such as our tmpgenc video mastering works
series. tmpgenc movie plug-in avc for edius pro 12 uses the x264 engine as the main

encoder, providing high-quality and high-speed exporting by combining pegasys'
proprietary technology with the x264 encoder's functions and numerous detailed

parameters. hardware encoding is also an option if spursengine or intel media sdk (quick
sync video) hardware is present. the tmpgenc movie plug-in mpeg-2 for edius pro 13 is a
plug-in that brings pegasys inc.'s mpeg encoder functions to grass valley edius pro 13.

our original encoding engine's high quality mpeg-2 encodes are praised not only by
consumer users, but also by computer game and cg animation makers, making it the

trademark of the tmpgenc series. 5ec8ef588b
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